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So, How Does It Feel to Get
Sued for Legal Malpractice? (Part 2)
by Ronald M. Sandgrund, Esq., InQ
his is the fifth article series by The InQuiring Lawyer addressing a topic that Colorado lawyers may consider often but may not discuss publicly in much depth. The topics in this column are being explored through dialogues involving lawyers, judges, law professors,
law students, and law school deans, as well as entrepreneurs, journalists, business leaders, politicians, economists, sociologists, mental
health professionals, academics, children, gadflies, and know-it-alls (myself included).
These discussions may tread on matters sometimes considered too highly regarded to be open to criticism, or even simple examination. I
take full responsibility for these forays, and I recognize that I may be subject to assessment and criticism myself. (Please be gentle!) If you have
an idea for one of these columns, I hope you will share it with me via e-mail at rms.sandgrund@gmail.com.
This month’s article is the second of a two-part conversation about the effect of legal malpractice claims on a lawyer’s psyche. My thanks
to Michael Katz, a Colorado Law 2L, for his help with the dialogue and the thoughtful questions he raised during the editing process. Also,
I am grateful to the many dialogue participants willing to go on the record with their forthright observations and comments.

T

He who represents himself has a fool for a client.
—attributed to Abraham Lincoln1
Experience is simply the name we give our mistakes.
—Oscar Wilde2
There is no better than adversity. Every defeat, every
heartbreak, every loss, contains its own seed, its own lesson
on how to improve your performance the next time.
—Malcolm X3
This two-part article discusses the emotional roller coaster that
lawyers ride when they get sued for malpractice. We spoke to defense lawyers who have represented attorneys against such claims,
plaintiff lawyers who have sued other attorneys hundreds of times,
defendant lawyers who have been sued, and a psychologist who has
counseled lawyers during the ups and downs of such litigation. In
Part 1, we saw how these emotions not only can affect the attorney being sued, but also may create issues among law partners and
between supervising and supervised attorneys.
In this Part 2, we examine whether the shame and stigma many
lawyers associate with getting sued for malpractice affects them as

client and witness in their own cases, and how it can impair their
judgment in defending such claims. We explore whether women
attorneys are significantly less likely to get sued for malpractice
and, if so, why that might be true. We talk about how eroding-limits (Pac-man®) policies can affect lawyers as they watch their protection against a potentially crippling money judgment evaporate
before their eyes while their defense counsel does all they can to
protect their reputation and defend against scurrilous, and not-soscurrilous, claims. Finally, we find out whether lawyers who survive
the sausage-maker of litigation learn anything new about our legal
system—or themselves.

Notes
1. See, e.g., Keyes, The Quote Verifier: Who Said What, Where, and
When 128 (St. Martin’s Griffin 2006).
2. See Atkins and Simpson, Managing Project Risk 242 ( John
Wiley and Sons, Inc. 2008).
3. See Price, ed., The Most Inspiring Things Ever Said 85
(National Book Network 2017).
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Part 2: Takeaways from Being Sued
You Will Probably Get Sued
InQ: According to experienced professional liability
defense counsel, relying on ABA and liability carrier
statistics, lawyers will typically experience one legal
malpractice claim and two ethics grievances during
their careers.1 In my efforts to interview lawyers who
have been sued for malpractice, not one who lost or
settled the claim agreed to talk to me on the record, presumably
because they did not want to publicize the assault on their reputation or relive the experience. One purpose of this article is to destigmatize being sued for legal malpractice. This can assist lawyers
by lessening the emotional toll such claims bring to bear, and making lawyers better clients to their lawyers and better witnesses for
their own cause. It may also encourage lawyers to more readily own
up to their mistakes and prompt them to carry adequate insurance
to better protect themselves and their clients.
InQ: Paul, when you were in law school, before you got your
first clerking job or first employment in a law firm, what was your
impression of legal malpractice?
Paul: I don’t think I had any conception of it at all.
If I considered the question, I might have thought,
“You would have to be an idiot to commit an ethics
violation.” And today, having defended lawyers and
what not, I would say the rules of ethics are so complex, and the shades of grey so big, I think, “If you haven’t committed an ethics violation, you’re not trying hard enough!”
InQ: Nancy, has there been a change in the willingness of
lawyers to sue other lawyers?
Nancy Cohen: When I think back to the ’80s,
lawyers were hesitant to sue other lawyers.

Michael Mihm: Still are.
InQ: Cindy, you had mentioned earlier that you
think there are more legal malpractice cases being filed,
and my reaction was that there are more lawyers, so
there’s probably more litigation. But it seems there are
even more cases than one would expect based simply on the
increasing number of lawyers. Is something else going on?
Cindy Fleischer: I think so. In the ’80s and the
’90s, there was a different way of practice and a different training pattern for lawyers. After I graduated in
1984, I had mentors, so when I went to trial or handled a case, they watched me. I was allowed to take
risks and I was allowed to make mistakes, but I wasn’t allowed to
make fatal mistakes. Since then, we now do more work with computers. And there’s much less mentoring and less of a tradition of
bringing people up through the ranks. Some young lawyers think
they don’t need to take things step by step. And, due to economic
pressures, both new lawyers and experienced lawyers are getting
into practice areas for which they aren’t well-prepared. Also, back
in the ’70s and into the ’80s, even if you committed malpractice,
your clients were more willing to forgive. Today, I think the media
teaches people, our clients and the general public, to understand
that they have additional rights and maybe they can and should
pursue them.

InQ: Do you also believe there is a lessening of resistance on the
part of lawyers to sue other lawyers?
Cindy: Absolutely.

Lawyer as Client and Witness
InQ: How about the lawyer as client: Nightmare? Dream come
true? Something in between?
John Palmeri: I think lawyer-clients tend to fall
into three categories. First, those who become very
involved in their defense. Second, those who simply
“check out,” and do not want to know what is going
on—they just want it to be over. Third, and these are
the ones who make me a better lawyer, are like any good client:
they are simply good people. Many are very sophisticated and
helpful, and they add value to motions and other papers that you
run by them. They want to do the right thing in light of the law
and the facts, and they want to help me do my job as best I can
without getting in the way.
InQ: Dr. Stevens, when you’ve offered counseling to lawyers
who are involved in a legal malpractice claim, have they mentioned
their relationship to the lawyer who was representing them or
described the dynamic to you?
Dr. Stevens: I have limited experience in this particular domain, but I would say there’s a tendency to
have deep skepticism that their lawyers are actually
doing a good enough job representing them, which
makes them anxious.
InQ: John, how about the lawyer as witness?
John: I’d say they tend to fall more into the extremes. They are
usually good witnesses. But I’ve seen some very good lawyers turn
into poor witnesses.
InQ: David, what observations do you have on the lawyer as
client?
David Hersh: Often, whatever behaviors preceded
the claim are echoed in their conduct during the lawsuit. Some are very helpful to the defense, marshalling
witnesses, facts, and documents, and plainly telegraphing their communications. However, sometimes they
can begin to over-manage their cases and create difficulties. Others
are less helpful—they tend to say dumb things and need extra education and extra preparation. Some put their head in the sand and
wish it all away.
InQ: How about their testifying skills?
David: The good ones make great witnesses. They present well,
are well-spoken, and are humble. Some, however, are arrogant.
When doing plaintiff ’s work, I love the arrogant lawyer. It is often
easy to use their ego against them, especially if they show a lack of
humility in front of the jury. I love pushing their buttons. I’ve spoken to some jurors after a legal malpractice case who told me they
felt like the lawyer-witness was talking down to them, while also
seeming to hide things. Lawyers have a smaller “Marcus Welby”
effect on jurors than doctors have in medical malpractice cases.
They aren’t held in as high esteem. Transactional lawyers typically
have less knowledge and experience regarding litigation. They carry
a lot of incorrect assumptions about how the trial process works
that need to be corrected. They often are not effective witnesses.
InQ: Mick, what is your perspective on the lawyer as client-witness?
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Michael: I think it depends a great deal on the individual.
Lawyers can be excellent or terrible witnesses, and you take each
one as you find them. When I did defense work, we spent a lot of
time working with our clients, preparing them very systematically.
Some made good witnesses, some didn’t. At one point, about 60%
of my clients on the plaintiff ’s side had law degrees. They may
never have practiced, but they were lawyers. Nearly all of our expert
witnesses are lawyers, except for damages experts. So we’re putting
lawyers on the witness stand all the time, even as plaintiff ’s legal
malpractice counsel. We have spent a lot of time figuring out the
lawyers’ problems as witnesses and preparing them to testify.
Nancy: I like representing lawyers because generally I find it to
be very collaborative. They understand what you are trying to do. I
think that you can train most lawyers to be better witnesses. However, you can’t break down their ego to the point they don’t appear
confident, but there’s a fine line between a witness appearing confident and coming across as arrogant. Of course, there are others
who say, “I’ve screwed up.” I have to tell them, “Don’t blame yourself so much. Step back a little bit.” Many lawyers have a strong
ego; you can’t control that part of them. If it comes across too
harshly, the fact finder may be tough on them. I would actually prefer to be in front of a jury because I find that arbitrators can be
tougher on lawyers than jurors.
Michael: I think there’s a lot of second guessing or Monday
morning quarterbacking that goes on with judges presiding over
bench trials or lawyers presiding over arbitrations that maybe
wouldn’t happen with jurors.
InQ: Cindy, what about the “lawyer-as-client”? Specifically,
what is it like preparing them to testify in a deposition or trial? Are
they good or bad witnesses by and large?
Cindy: It depends. I’ve had some great, great lawyer-witnesses.
One went through thousands and thousands of pages of documents to get ready for his deposition, prepared timelines, and got to
know the file inside and out. He was terrific in his deposition,
because there was nothing he didn’t know. And because he knew
it all, he felt more confident testifying. Now, let me contrast that
with another lawyer, who was head of a very big, national firm, who
came in and basically said, “I don’t remember anything.” I think the
best client is one who is willing to put the energy into learning the
case all over. Of course, there are those clients who think they know
best, that they’ve taken more depositions than I possibly ever could.
I probably prep them longer than anybody, over a couple of days,
and try to break down the armor. If I can’t, it’s just the way it is. But
that type of attitude, it comes across. And it comes across to a jury
too.
InQ: What are you referring to when you say “armor”?
Cindy: I think there is a metaphorical armor that some lawyers
put on when they get sued. I try to help them through the litigation process, and they say, “I know, I’ve done this. You don’t have to
tell me.” Well, yes, I do have to tell you, because you’re sitting in
that chair and I’m sitting in this chair, and there’s a big difference.
It’s not just good enough to go over the facts. Most lawyer-clients
find it helpful to role-play a deposition, and to do so again before
trial—to practice cross-examination and direct. Not to script it out,
but to take on different demeanors. Because who knows, there are
some trial lawyers who can be your best friend in a deposition and
your worst enemy at trial. Or the opposite—so that the plaintiff ’s
lawyer attacks the lawyer-client during deposition, provoking the
lawyer-client to be hostile toward plaintiff ’s counsel. Then the
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lawyer-client carries this hostility to the trial and testifies with a
hostile demeanor, and the jury thinks, “What is wrong with you?
You’re an idiot—this lawyer is just asking you questions, and you’re
just being an ass.”
InQ: Yes, of course, sneaky ploy number 14 in the trial lawyers’
bag of tricks.
Cindy: I think lawyer-clients who understand that they have
not been in that deponent’s or witness’s chair before are the better
clients. Sometimes, when I’m defending male clients, they think
they need to do the fighting. I say, “No. You’re just the witness, you
let me do the fighting.” Or I have to remind them, “Please, just listen to that question. Do not worry about the next 10 questions
down the road, because if you’re not listening to the current question, it doesn’t matter what happens 10 questions down the road;
you will have given them their case with that one bad answer.”
InQ: Paul, have you seen differences in how lawyers present
themselves as witnesses versus the average person?
Paul: Generally speaking, lawyers make excellent witnesses.
They’re teachable and they understand the downside of straying
from good witness behavior. The one exception is that sometimes
lawyers will argue from the witness stand—and if you can get a
lawyer to argue while testifying, it almost always works against
them.
InQ: What have you found about juror perceptions of lawyers?
Paul: Juries really like lawyers. It’s a myth that they don’t. We
almost always do post-verdict juror interviews, so this conclusion
is based on first-hand discussions.
InQ: That’s good to hear!
Paul: When you sue a lawyer-defendant, and he or she takes the
witness stand, more often than not juries love them. Even when
the jury is prone to award money, it’s almost as if the jury
empathizes with the lawyer. It’s a rare day when they hate the
lawyer. And the reason for that is if the lawyer is “hateable,” the case
settles. So when we go to trial, we’re dealing with a likeable defendant in the first place. I believe that as a profession, we’re a little bit
over-sensitive to this idea that everybody hates us. The truth is that
people still admire lawyers, and if you put a lawyer on the witness
stand, they’re interesting, and they’re very good at talking. So, good
news, juries like lawyers.
InQ: Have you learned from your discussions with jurors
whether they felt a heightened sense of responsibility because the
lawyer’s professional reputation was on the line, and that it might
be affected by an adverse verdict?
Paul: I’ve heard various jurors say they were concerned about the
reputation of the defendants; I’ve never heard them say that that
feeling was different because the defendant was a lawyer. So, my
sense is that if a juror wants to give a defense verdict, they might
begin to rationalize that by saying, “Well, I don’t want to damage
that person’s reputation.”
InQ: Mick, how have juries viewed lawyers in your cases?
Michael: I don’t find that jurors will view lawyers any differently
than any other witness. Once they get past the fact that this is a
legal malpractice case and the defendant is a lawyer, then it just
kind of depends on the facts and the particular lawyer-witness.
InQ: Cindy, what is your sense of juror reactions to lawyers as
defendants in legal malpractice cases?
Cindy: I find when I have lost cases, there are definitely reasons,
factual reasons, why jurors find against lawyers. But sometimes you
hear comments like, “I didn’t like him,” or “They weren’t nice to
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their client,” or “They didn’t listen to their client.” That bothers
jurors a lot. Then, other times, jurors think it’s just a money grab
from plaintiffs against lawyers. I think jurors appreciate the work
that lawyers do. I think they don’t appreciate arrogant lawyers. I
don’t think they appreciate lawyers who put money over clients.
InQ: Mick, I’ve heard that in medical malpractice cases, jurors
often give the benefit of the doubt to the doctor, because they are a
very esteemed class in our society. In contrast, there’s sort of the
stereotype that lawyers are not esteemed by our society. Is that what
lawyers face on the defense side when they walk in front of a jury?
Michael: I think it’s more of an even playing field in legal malpractice than in medical malpractice litigation. In a medical malpractice case, I think nationwide the statistics are that if a good
plaintiff ’s lawyer carefully selects the case, and retains nationally
known expert witnesses who say that it is clear that the defendant
doctor committed malpractice, the plaintiff ’s lawyer will still lose
7 out of 10 cases at trial. In Colorado I think it’s closer to 9 out of
10. That’s not true in legal malpractice. I think it’s more of a 50/50
thing.
InQ: I know that I have, from time to time, documented in my
file that a particular client may be perceived by others as lacking
credibility, perhaps even as lying. I’m sure other lawyers do that as
well. How do those kinds of notes play in front of a jury?
Paul: I’m not so sure that’s a piece of evidence that plays against
the lawyer in front of the jury.
InQ: Might some jurors perceive that lawyers need to be fighters for their clients, that they need to be 100% behind the client,
and if a lawyer is expressing reservations about a client, some jurors
might think the lawyer is not doing his or her job, not really being a
loyal soldier, not trusting the client?
Paul: I think jurors tend to see lawyers as not necessarily being a
“yes man” or “yes woman” to the client and fighting for them
regardless of the blemishes in the case, but to be more evenhanded. They recognize that the lawyer’s job is to evaluate the evidence, which includes the client’s credibility. I think juries look at
stuff like that and say, “That’s what I would expect a lawyer to do.”
InQ: I’d like to focus on one particular type of client. Suppose
you’re defending a litigator in a legal malpractice case, and he or
she is a very good lawyer, careful and competent. How controlling,
if at all, do they become regarding the defense of their case? How
intrusive do they become in your management of their defense, if
at all?
Nancy: Well, you know they will be calling and they will be
questioning, “Why are you doing this? Why are you doing that?” I
don’t find that to be a problem. Now, if somebody comes in and
says, “I want to do X, Y, and Z,” and I think it’s really a bad idea, I
have no problem saying to the client, “We’re not going to do this,
and this is why.” And we’ll dialogue about it, we’ll have a conversation, maybe even more than one conversation.
Michael: I have to echo what Nancy said. I still occasionally represent law firms. There are some people who are very demanding,
who have very high standards, and who are excellent trial lawyers in
their own right. I listen to those folks, because they often have
insights that I wouldn’t have and substance to contribute to the
case. Ultimately, however, it has to be my professional judgment.
I’m not hesitant about gently going upside their heads and saying,
“We’re not going to do it that way.” Usually the lawyer will say,
“You’re right, we’re not going to do it that way.” But I make a point
of listening to my client-lawyer and taking into account what they

have to say. Where we run into problems—at least I did when I
was a defense attorney—is when I had a client who is a mediocre
lawyer but thinks that he’s an excellent lawyer. Those people can
be harder to manage because they don’t know what they’re doing,
and their judgment is not something that we can rely on. They also
tend to be the more difficult people. Fortunately, those types of
lawyers are relatively rare. My experience has been that the better
the lawyer, the more likely the lawyer is to listen to his or her attorney.
InQ: Cindy, we’ve talked a little bit about what it’s like to be trying a case and to have a trial lawyer as your client sitting next to
you. I sometimes co-chaired trials with my partner Scott in some
of our bigger cases, and obviously only one of us could be lead trial
counsel. I knew Scott to be a very gifted lawyer and I was happy to
let him be lead counsel, and to limit myself to motions argument
and handling a few witnesses. But the one thing I knew drove him
crazy was all the sticky notes that I shoved onto his yellow legal
pad every five minutes during trial. From experience, I knew that
maybe he’d find 1 out of 10 meaningful and helpful—but the other
nine-tenths was just noise that drove him a little crazy. However,
being long-time partners and friends, we got through it with minimal bloodshed.
Cindy: I’ve had lots of yellow stickies, in cases I’ve won and lost,
and I do save them. The client gets to control a lot of things, but
ultimately I’m trial counsel and the trial is on me. Most times
lawyer-clients are pretty willing to accept the guidance of their
lawyers and their recommendations and opinions. If they won’t,
maybe they’re not a good fit. That’s why when you pick a lawyer,
you need to make sure you fit with that lawyer. I am not the lawyer
for everyone. You’re not the lawyer for everyone either. I think it’s
really important to recognize that fact, that we’re not widgets.

Feelings about the Judicial System
InQ: Nancy, from the standpoint of your lawyer-clients, how
does their perspective on the legal system change after they’ve been
through the litigation wringer?
Nancy: It often depends on whether they win or lose. When
they lose, especially transactional lawyers, it goes to the core of who
they are. Often, they are extremely upset, but they typically get
through it. If the process was really nasty and drawn out, they may
be extremely upset. I’ve had clients who have bounced back, but it’s
very emotional, because then you have somebody else who has said,
you know, “What this plaintiff has said is correct, you screwed up.”
InQ: When they lose, do they recognize that they did fall below
the standard of care and learn from this experience?
Nancy: Some do, some don’t.
Michael: When I was on the defense side, and the lawyer recognized at the outset he or she made a mistake in some meaningful
way, we’d generally get those cases settled before trial. From my
perspective now as plaintiff ’s counsel, it appears to me that it is
often very traumatic for those lawyers who stubbornly maintain
that they did nothing wrong to roll the dice, go to trial, and lose.
Usually, they’re pretty arrogant about the claim, but then they lose
the case and lose face. Losing often causes controversy in their lives
and firms, and I think it can be quite shattering.
InQ: Paul, did living through a lawsuit and a trial as a defendant
change your view of the judicial system?
Paul: Yes, in a couple of ways. I sat for 11 days and watched
other people try a case, and they were very different from the kind
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of lawyer I was. I realized there was so much spread in style, that a
lot of the stuff that I was anxious about, like, “Am I doing this the
right way?” well, it’s not that easy to say that there’s a right way and
a wrong way, so why should I worry so much? So, it actually relaxed
me as a trial lawyer. The business of being a guest in my own case
was dumbfounding. I got a better appreciation for the difference
between truth and inference. I knew what really happened, but I
could see right before my eyes opposing counsel arguing for certain inferences to be drawn from evidence, yet those inferences
were not what happened! Now, the jury didn’t buy his arguments,
but I could respect what was going on as I watched it.
InQ: So, the other lawyer was arguing for an alternate reality,
yet you’ve lived the actual reality, and that reality was wired into
your memory and your emotional state. Yet the other lawyer is taking the same objective facts, as lawyers will do, and spinning them.
And you’re thinking, “Wow, there’s another reality out there that
somebody might accept as true.”
Paul: Exactly! And his argument is the argument I would have
made if I was in his shoes! And, I have to admit, I wanted to hate
opposing counsel, but I actually kind of liked him and I thought
he did a good job.
InQ: Did your view of judges change based on you being a
party, versus you being an advocate, in the courtroom?
Paul: This particular judge did a really good job. Now, I could
imagine being in a case where I’m watching the judge and thinking, “Oh my God, that judge has a lot of influence over the admission of the evidence.”
InQ: Kevin, in Part 1 you shared your experience of being sued
for malpractice. Any lessons learned from that?
Kevin: Well, it did incentivize me to ensure I have
insurance coverage in place! And I’ve been covered
continuously since then. And generally, if I can get a
policy where the defense costs are outside the limit,
that’s what I’m always going to do, even if it’s a little bit
more money, and it always is, because it makes so much more sense,
especially in today’s environment. I mean, you just never know.
InQ: Did your view of our judicial system change at all?
Kevin: No. I’m a real believer in both the jury system and the
way we resolve cases. Overall, as much as I didn’t want to go
through this process, I thought the system worked well.
InQ: Were you feeling that sanguine about the system after the
Court of Appeals issued its opinion reversing the summary judgment you had obtained?
Kevin: (laughing) Probably not, no.
InQ: Cindy, focusing on clients who’ve been through trial, what
do you think their view of the judicial system is now that they’ve
been through the wringer?
Cindy: I think universally my clients have been less agitated
about jurors and more agitated about judges, especially judges who
allow their personal feelings to wash over into the proceedings. I
think most lawyers still have faith in the jury system.
InQ: Dr. Stevens, what is your sense of how lawyers react, and
what do they experience internally, at the conclusion of the legal
process?
Dr. Stevens: As you might guess, the outcome matters a lot. But
you can imagine cases where people really felt like they were trying to do right, but maybe overseers came to question their conduct or decision-making. Yet there was no deliberate effort by the
lawyer to deceive or do something wrong. I think there’s often
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something like deep disillusionment with the law, a kind of de-idealization of the law.
InQ: What can you offer to lawyers who’ve been through the
black hole of a malpractice lawsuit and seen the physics of their
legal universe change?
Dr. Stevens: I try to help them realize that a virus has entered
their system. That they’ve been practicing for years and it mostly
has gone just fine. That history is the best predictor of the future.
But, also, if there is something to learn from the experience, learn it
and move on. The effect of a claim is often magnified on someone’s emotional state for a longer time than you might expect. Even
when they have been vindicated, it’s like being burned—you stay
away from the stove for a while. If you assume a basically responsible person is simply trying to do his or her job, and then, suddenly,
some authority says, “I’m not sure you’ve done your job. You know,
we’re quite skeptical.” This is quite a shock to persons who have
been doing their jobs, and trying to do the right thing. It can take
quite a lot of digestive effort to settle that down, and not allow it
to hijack how a person behaves down the road.
InQ: Kevin, what are your feelings today, having emerged from
the black hole of a malpractice claim?
Kevin: My lawsuit comes up from time to time with folks.
What I think is interesting about these sorts of things is that we, as
lawyers, are trying to help people, and it is important not to be
ashamed that a claim has happened. Almost all of us attorneys, if
you have a volume of cases, are going to face a claim or two during
your career—you’re going to get accused of doing something, and
sometimes you’ve done something wrong. The thing that I learned
is that you confront it head on, and you figure out what to do about
it, and then you resolve it. Unfortunately, I had to go all the way up
through the Court of Appeals to the Supreme Court to get that
resolution.

Why Are Their Fewer Claims Against Women Lawyers?
InQ: I have heard over and over from legal malpractice defense
lawyers that they rarely see women lawyers being sued. These are
anecdotal but consistent reports. What is your impression of this
contention?
John: I’d have to agree with that observation.
InQ: Why do you think that is—recognizing that we are all
shooting from the hip on this issue and bound to be accused of
falling into stereotypes?
John: I think many women leave the profession before they
reach “first chair” or partner position or are not even given a fair
opportunity to fill that chair. I think that a greater proportion of
women than men drop out of leadership roles before hitting 40—
and my experience is that most claims are brought against lawyers
who are 40 or older. Also, for these same reasons, women are less
likely to be the primary client contact, and, therefore, are less likely
to be a suit target. I have also noticed that often during the
dynamic of trial, some women defer to their male partners, while
some of the male partners are protective of their female partners.
Thus, the male may be perceived as the decision-maker and the
more culpable and less sympathetic lawsuit target. Conversely, it
has been my experience that women attorneys tend to deal with
interpersonal issues differently. Also, women are often held to a
tougher standard.
InQ: Cindy, during this dialogue, I’ve spoken to a lawyer who’s
handled about 500 plaintiff legal malpractice cases over his career
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and he couldn’t recall ever suing a female lawyer. Does that comport with your experience? While I haven’t been able to collect any
hard data on this question, I think the readers would be interested
in the anecdotal impressions of experienced legal malpractice
counsel like yourself.
Cindy: It’s not that female lawyers don’t get sued or grieved. But,
in my experience, they certainly don’t get sued or grieved in the
numbers that men do. In my experience, when a woman attorney
gets sued for a mistake, it has been attributable many times to substance abuse or depression.2 As to why women don’t get sued as
often, I have a couple of thoughts. First, I think there is a huge drop
off in the number of women trial attorneys over time. At about age
40, many women think, “Why am I doing this? Why would I want
to be up till 12 or 1 at night, when my significant other is sleeping
next to me in the bed, and my daughter is sleeping in her room.
Why am I up working? Why do I want to be doing this? I can do a
lot of different things in the law.” So there’s that. And, second, there
is still a gender bias, though not as great as when I started. In sum,
if you have a significant portion of female trial attorneys who are
not staying in trial work, certainly the percentage who are going to
get sued drops.
InQ: Any other reasons?
Cindy: I think a third thing is, that—and I want to say this in
the right way so it’s not offensive to any readers—whether by
design, or just the way it goes, often even if a woman attorney is in
a case with a male attorney, and even if they are partners, there is
sometimes an assumption that the male attorney is the leader, and
the clients may actually think it’s the male attorney who is doing
everything, and the male attorney may in some ways assume that
“role,” and, therefore, he is the one who is the target of the malpractice lawsuit.
InQ: John Palmeri suggested that possibility as well.
Cindy: I also believe that there are many really fine lawyers who
have a high IQ and EQ (emotional intelligence), and tenacity, brilliance, and imagination, and who also can relate to clients. However, I think women excel more in that EQ kind of way. So, even
if a woman attorney makes a mistake, the client may have more of
a personal connection with her than with a male attorney. Clients
may be more willing to sue male lawyers because the decision to
do so is black and white in the their mind, while in the case of a
female lawyer, the attorney’s reaction may be more like, “I’m going
to get you through this, let’s talk about this.” And—this is a broad
generalization—a woman attorney may be more willing to tell the
client about a mistake and discuss it with them, while a male attorney may be reluctant to do so because, well it’s so horrible for some
men, but they may believe that they are expected to be flawless—
and they may be unwilling to acknowledge a mistake, and then
things could escalate from there.
InQ: Anything else?
Cindy: Well, I don’t know if it’s just the female lawyers I’ve
defended, because there have been only a few, and I worry that this
may sound really sexist, but they have well-organized files. In contrast, I see far more males that have files that are just, you know,
boxes of paper, which in this day and age, I’m just like “What?!” It’s
just been my experience that most files I see from women are really
well organized.
InQ: Well, one lawyer with whom I spoke offered the observation that, “Women lawyers are like Ginger Rogers. They have to do
everything that male lawyers do, but in high heels and backwards.”

Cindy: Exactly.
InQ: Interestingly, a recent study from the Harvard School of
Public Health published in the December 19, 2016 Journal of the
American Medical Association (Internal Medicine) found that elderly
hospitalized patients treated by female physicians were less likely
to die within 30 days of admission, or to be readmitted within 30
days of discharge, than those cared for by male physicians. The
study concluded that if “male physicians could achieve the same
outcomes as their female colleagues, there would be 32,000 fewer
deaths each year among Medicare patients alone—a number comparable to the annual number of motor vehicle accident deaths
nationally.”3 It seems that something is going on in the legal and
medical professions that deserves further study.

Pac-Man ® Policies and the Black Hole
InQ: Have you noticed any difference in how the sued attorney
reacts to the lawsuit, depending on whether they are insured or
uninsured for the client?
Paul: No, I don’t think so. You get the same spectrum of
responses.
InQ: How about any differences in how lawyers react to suit
depending on whether they have an eroding limits policy—one
where the harder or longer their lawyer fights, an eroding limits
policy is going to reduce how much indemnity coverage is available to pay the claim?
Paul: Not really. I think lawyers who are sued are more fixated
on the idea that they’ve been accused of a wrong, and that their
retained counsel vindicate them. But a Pac-man policy makes a
difference in how I prosecute the action, approach settlement, and
deal with opposing counsel. It forces me to change my strategy, to
become very aggressive about mediation early in the case if we have
such a policy.
InQ: Cindy, we’ve talked about the emotional journey lawyers
go through during the course of a claim—does it make a difference to that journey and to the way they think whether they have
an eroding limits policy?
Cindy: Yes. It certainly affects their relationship with their counsel. Let’s say you have million dollar limits, and it’s an eroding policy—I won’t even get started on how some firms under-buy coverage, it makes me crazy. With an eroding limits policy, my lawyer
clients have to look over my shoulder all the time and ask, “Should
you be spending this money? Should you be doing this?” because
every dollar erodes their protection, and every dollar that goes to
me or goes to costs or experts may be a dollar out of their own
pocket. Also, without an eroding policy, I think the carriers have
more skin in the game.
InQ: Do you manage the eroding limits case differently?
Cindy: I know I’m supposed to stay away from coverage issues,
but I have to tell my clients they have an eroding policy. Often they
may say to me, “But I have $2 million dollars in coverage!” And
then I have to tell them, “No, you really don’t.” And then they will
say, “Well, you just mean I have to pay you a deductible?” And I say,
“No, it’s more complicated than that.” An eroding policy can make
one sick to his or her stomach if it is a close call between the policy
limits versus the provable damages.
InQ: Nancy, I understand that fairly early in your career, while
you were a partner in a small law firm, a firm principal, your mentor, was sued for legal malpractice. Were there any unique stressors
at the partnership level due to this lawsuit?
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Nancy: It didn’t really impact me personally, but I did see firsthand the stress on a very good, well-known lawyer who got sued
for legal malpractice. One thing that stands out is that I had never
heard of this term, a “Pac-man policy,” so it was the first time I had
heard of a depleting limits insurance policy. Today, I am not a fan of
Pac-man policies. If the insured has a large limits policy, depending
on what the claims are, you might not have to worry so much. But
if the insured does not have a lot of coverage, you as the lawyer
really need to think about how you’re going to defend this in a way
that makes sense, so that you’re not using up all of the policy limits.
InQ: Mick, what is your recommendation to lawyers as far as
whether they should purchase an eroding limits policy or not, from
a financial and from an emotional standpoint?
Michael: I’d recommend that if you’ve got the money, even if it’s
a hardship, buy the endorsement for defense costs outside the limits, and buy sufficient limits to protect you and your clients regardless of what goes wrong.
Nancy: Because I often defend smaller firms, I am surprised at
the low limits those firms have. Lawyers don’t think that they’re
going to be sued. Yet the leading authorities say you’re going to be
sued about three times during your lifetime. What often ends up
happening is that lawyers, especially if they’ve been in a bigger firm
and they go out on their own, or are just starting out on their own,
say, “I don’t really have any money.” And that may be true for the
lawyer that is starting out. But in 10 years, the lawyer has accumulated a lot more wealth. Yet a lot of lawyers don’t seem to think
about that, and I don’t know why. That may be because as lawyers
we don’t think about the business of law. So if you’re coming from
government, or you’ve come from a big firm and are starting your
own practice, or you’ve just left law school and are hanging your
own shingle, it takes a while to think about the business of law.
Michael: I also think there’s a moral component. I think every
one of us is going to make mistakes from time to time; it’s just part
of being human. If you’re a lawyer, you’re going to make mistakes. I
think we, as lawyers, have a moral obligation to protect our clients.
If our mistakes hurt a client, then we ought to think, “What can
we do to protect that client?” Well, one thing that we can do is buy
enough insurance to cover the loss.

Conclusion
In Part 1, lawyers on both sides of the legal malpractice equation identified the common, powerful emotional reactions attor-
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neys have to being sued for legal malpractice. Those emotions
touch our very core, and can affect our family, friends, coworkers
and law partners. In this Part 2, we explored what kind of clients
and witnesses lawyers make, and what lawyers learn about our legal
system—and their legal malpractice coverage —when they are
sued. We have learned that it is important to de-stigmatize legal
malpractice claims. By doing so, this lessens their emotional toll,
reduces internecine stresses among law partners, and between partners and associates. It also makes lawyers better clients and witnesses. And, it allows lawyers to own up to their mistakes.
So what’s the takeaway from all this? Sure it hurts, and it may
be mightily embarrassing, to get sued. Big deal, you already knew
that. Our dialogue participants believe that the most important lessons are these:
First, with few exceptions, we are all going to get sued or grieved
at some point in our careers, often without cause, but sometimes
because we screwed up.
Second, for most of us, getting sued or grieved will come as a
shock and, no matter how careful a lawyer we are, our ego will feel
battered and bruised and we may not think straight in the
moment.
Third, once we get over the initial shock, we need to calm down,
forget about being angry, and start thinking professionally. We
need to notify our carrier, develop a good working relationship with
our attorney, and be a conscientious and cooperative client.
Finally, and perhaps most important, remember all the good and
careful work you’ve done over the years. But if you made an error
that injured your client, take responsibility.
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